
1 Love

Preparation

Love and Like
Directions:  Work in pairs to talk about people you love or like, what you love or like, what you love

or like doing. Those who get the most items will win. A few examples are given in the

table.

Motherly Love and Fatherly Love
Directions: Read Erich Fromm’s statements on motherly love and fatherly love and work in groups

to discuss the following questions:

1)  What do you think about Erich Fromm’s view on motherly love and fatherly love?

2)  Can you tell the difference between them according to your personal experiences?

1

2

1

What we love/like  (doing/to do)

motherland, hometown,

reading, traveling,

blue (any other colors),

living in the country,

People we love/like

father, mother,

friends, neighbors,

Part One

Love

Like
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Motherly love by its very nature is unconditional. Mother

loves the newborn infant because it is her child, not because the

child has fulfilled any specific condition, or lived up to any

expectation. Fatherly love is conditional love. Its principle is

�I love you because you fulfill my expectations, because you

do your duty, because you are like me”.

Someone You Love Most
Directions: Work in groups to tell your group members whom you love very much and explain why.

Words and Expressions You May Use:

In-Class Reading

 re-Reading

Directions: Discuss the following questions in pairs.

1. How do you feel when you walk on the street and see a disabled person?

2. Do you know anyone who is disabled? If you do, talk about him/her.

kind  ��        thoughtful  �� !"       forgiving  ��        caring  �� !"

patient  ��        helper  ��       generous  ��        housework  ��

hard-working  �� !"       point out one’s mistakes  �� !"#$

a good cook  ��         encouraging  ��        tender  ��        honest  �� 

gentle  ��        respectable  �� !"       easy to get along with  �� !

a good listener  �� !"#

3

Reading-Centered Activities

Part Two
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Unit 1

assage Reading

A Good Heart to Lean On
More than I realized, Dad has helped me keep my balance.

  Augustus J. Bullock

5
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1    When I was growing up, I was embarrassed to be seen with my father. He was

severely crippled and very short, and when we would walk together, his hand on my

arm for balance, people would stare. I would be ashamed of the unwanted attention.

If he ever noticed or was bothered, he never let on.

2    It was difficult to coordinate our steps––his halting, mine impatient1––and

because of that, we didn’t say much as we went along. But as we started out, he

always said,�You set the pace. I will try to adjust to you.�

3    Our usual walk was to or from the subway, which was how he got to work. He

went to work sick, and despite nasty weather. He almost never missed a day, and

would make it to the office even if others could not. It was a matter of pride for him.

4    When snow or ice was on the ground, it was

impossible for him to walk, even with help. At

such times my sisters or I would pull him

through the streets of Brooklyn, N.Y., on a

child’s sleigh to the subway entrance. Once

there, he would cling to the handrail until he

reached the lower steps that the warmer tunnel

air kept ice-free. In Manhattan the subway

station was the basement of his office building,

and he would not have to go outside again until

we met him in Brooklyn on his way home.

5    When I think of it now, I marvel at how much

courage it must have taken for a grown man to

subject himself to such indignity and stress. And I marvel at how he did it––without

bitterness or complaint.

6    He never talked about himself as an object of pity, nor did he show any envy of

the more fortunate or able. What he looked for in others was a “good heart”, and if

he found one, the owner was good enough for him.

7    Now that I am older, I believe that is a proper standard by which to judge people,

even though I still don’t know precisely what a “good heart” is. But I know the times

I don’t have one myself.

PPPPPPPPPP
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Proper Names

Brooklyn (��) �� ! (�� !"#$%&)

Dodgers �� !" (�� !"#$%&'()*+,-)

Ebbets  Field (��) �� !"#

Manhattan (��) ��  (�� !"#$%&)

N. Y. (��) �� (New York �� )

8    Unable to engage in many activities, my father still tried to participate in some

way. When a local baseball team found itself without a manager, he kept it going.

He was a knowledgeable baseball fan and often took me to Ebbets Field to see the

Brooklyn Dodgers play. He liked to go to dances and parties, where he could have

a good time just sitting and watching.

9    On one memorable occasion a fight broke out at a beach party, with everyone

punching and shoving. He wasn’t content to sit and watch, but he couldn’t stand

unaided on the soft sand. In frustration he began to shout, � I’ll fight anyone who

will sit down with me! I’ll fight anyone who will sit down with me!�

10    Nobody did. But the next day people kidded him by saying it was the first time

any fighter was urged to take a dive2 even before the bout began.

11    I now know he participated in some things vicariously through me, his only son.

When I played ball (poorly), he�played�too. When I joined the Navy, he

�joined� too. And when I came home on leave, he saw to it that3 I visited his

office. Introducing me, he was really saying,�This is my son, but it is also me, and

I could have done this, too, if things had been different.�Those words were never

said aloud.

12    He has been gone many years now, but I think of him often. I wonder if he sensed

my reluctance to be seen with him during our walks. If he did, I am sorry I never told

him how sorry I was, how unworthy I was, how I regretted it. I think of him when

I complain about trifles, when I am envious of another’s good fortune, when I don’t

have a�good heart�.

13    At such times I put my hand on his arm to regain my balance, and say,�You

set the pace. I will try to adjust to you.�

=(703 words)

35

40

45

50

=Time taken:                       minutes
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e.g. I)  If the hotel isn’t satisfactory, you should

complain to the Tourist Office.

II) He complains about anything�his job,

his wife, his back and everything.

complaint  n. a statement in which

someone complains about something �� 

��

e.g. I) We’ve made a complaint to the police

about the noise.

II) A common complaint among air passen-

gers is that not enough leg room is provided.

coordinate  v. make various

things work effectively as a whole  ��

e.g. I)  Her movements on the balance beam

were perfectly coordinated.

II) As the disease progresses, the patient

loses the ability to coordinate his

movements.

crippled   adj.  (old-fashioned)

handicapped, disabled �� !� "#�

e.g. I)  Will the child be crippled for life?

II) She sat in a big room, unable to move,

     imprisoned in her crippled body.

despite  prep. in spite of  ��

e.g. I)   I still enjoyed the week despite the weather.

II) Despite the difference in their ages they

were good friends.

envious  adj. jealous  �� !"

��

e.g. I)  She felt envious, but unable to change.

II) I’m very envious of your new coat�it’s

lovely.

fighter  n.

1) a person who fights in war or in sport �� 

�� !"# (�� !)

adjust  v. change slightly, especially

in order to make it more effective or more

suitable  ��

e.g. I)  The body adjusts itself to changes in

temperature.

II) It took her a few seconds for her eyes to

adjust to the darkness.

baseball  n. an outdoor game played

with a bat and ball between 2 teams of 9 players

each ��

e.g.  I)   Without his baseball cap, he looks

different.

II) Jake never played baseball like the

other kids.

basement   n. a room or area in a

building that is under the level of the ground

�� 

e.g. I)  The next morning I went downstairs to

my basement.

II) I ran to the stairs, and down to the

basement,to the empty storeroom.
�bout  n. a boxing or wrestling match

�� !"#$

e.g. I)  There were two bouts scheduled for the

evening.

II) He’s a former heavy-weight champion

and is expected to win the bout easily.

cling  v. (clung, clung) hold tightly  ��

��

e.g. I)   The two lost children clung tightly to

each other.

II) She clung to the handrail as she walked

down the slippery steps.

complain  v. say that something is

wrong or not satisfactory �� �!

New Words

�� !"#$%&'()$*+,-.���� !"#$%& '()*+ !,-'./*+ !,0'1/

�� !"#$%&' !(
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e.g. Some of our great fighters had as many as

twelve names––all good and each better

than the last.

2) someone who tries to achieve something in

difficult situations �� !�"

e.g. I)  James is a fighter––he never gives up.

II) Dad was a fighter, but he couldn’t beat cancer.

3) a small fast military plane that can destroy

other planes �� 

e.g. I)  He was shot down by enemy fighters.

II) A fighter flying low overhead can be

very noisy.

frustration  n. the feeling of be-

ing annoyed, upset or impatient ��, �� 

e.g. I)  Mary watched in frustration as her team

lost yet again.

II) He looked around the room and felt the

frustration and anger building up inside him.

halting  adj. with a lot of pauses be-

tween words or morements; stopping and start-

ing repeatedly  ���� !"#$% 

e.g. I)   He talks in a stiff, halting manner.

II) A ragged (�� !") and halting

procession (��) made its way down the

street.

handrail  n. a narrow railing to be

grasped with the hand for support (�� !)

�� !"

e.g. I)  A handrail was placed in the hallway.

II) First they must install handrails for the

elderly residents.

indignity  n. something that makes

you feel very ashamed, unimportant, and not

respected  ��

e.g. I) He suffered greatly at the indignity of

being ignored.

II) I could feel nothing but indignity at my

guest’s bad manners.

kid  v. say something that is not true,

especially as a joke  �� , ��

e.g. I)  You are kidding, aren’t you?

�   II) Don’t get mad, I was only kidding.

knowledgeable  adj. knowing a lot

about one or many different subjects �� !

�� !"�

e.g. I) The sales staff are all knowledgeable,

helpful and cheerful.

II) We are looking for people who are

knowled geable about the oil and bank-

ing industries.

lower  adj. below something else,

especially something of the same type �� ,

�� 

e.g. I) The dentist filled two teeth in my lower jaw.

II) Foreign workers have fewer rights and

get lower wages.
�marvel  v. show or experience great

surprise or admiration  ��

e.g. I)  The audience marveled at her performance.

�  II) I marveled that he could run so fast.

memorable  adj. worth remem-

bering or likely to be remembered; unforget-

table  �� !"

e.g. I) We want to make this a truly memorable

day for the children.

II) That film was memorable for its rich color.

nasty  adj. very unpleasant to see,

experience, or feel  �� !"#$%&' 

e.g. I) There’s a nasty smell�has someone left

the gas on?

II) It’s pretty nasty outside�they’re ex-

pecting freezing rain.

pace  n. the speed at which someone

moves or something happens or is done �� 

�� !"

e.g. I)  Children learn best by studying at their

own pace.
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II) If you’re going to walk a long way, it’s

better to start out at a fairly slow pace.

precisely  adv. accurately and ex-

actly  �� !"� 

e.g.  I)   The play begins at eight o’clock precisely.

II) Can you tell us more precisely what

happened?

punch  v. hit someone or something

hard with your fist  �� !

e.g. I)  I punched him in the stomach.

II) He punched her in the ribs and pushed her

against the wall.

regain  v. get something back, espe-

cially an ability or quality that you have lost

�� !�

e.g. I)  Government forces have regained control

of the city.

II) When she regained consciousness, she

was lying on the floor.

reluctance  n. unwillingness to do

something  �� 

e.g. I) The offer was accepted with great

reluctance.

II) There are various explanations for his

reluctance to do so.

severely  adv. very badly or to a great

degree �� 

e.g. I)  The building was severely damaged in the

bombing.

II) She grew up in a house where the chil-

dren were often severely punished.

shove  v. push someone or something in a

rough or careless way, using hands and shoul-

ders  ��

e.g. I)  Tom shoved his suitcase under the bed.

II) Reporters pushed and shoved as they

tried to get close to the princess.
#sleigh  n. an open, usually horse-drawn

vehicle used on snow or ice ��

e.g. I)  The sleigh was piled high with presents

donated by the club.

II) Dressed as Father Christmas, he deliv-

ered the presents on a pony-driven sleigh.

trifle  n. something unimportant or with-

out value  �� !"#$

e.g. I)   Buying a house is no trifle for ordinary

families.

II) He’s so cheerful and interests himself so

    much about every little trifle.

tunnel  n. a passageway under or through

the earth ��

e.g. I) The tunnel was due to open in 1993.

II) About eighteen people escaped from this

tunnel.

unaided   adj. without help  �� 

��

e.g. I)  After his accident he was barely able to

dress or go to the bathroom unaided.

II) He had to reach safety in the next few

seconds by his own unaided efforts.

unwanted  adj. not wanted or

needed  �� !"�# !

e.g. I) The pill was once expected to limit un-

wanted pregnancies (��).

II) People are upset because there is a grow-

ing problem with unwanted pets.

unworthy  adj. not deserving re-

spect or attention, lacking worth or merit  ��

�� !"�#� $%&�

e.g. I)  I am unworthy of this honor, but I thank you.

II) This food is unworthy of being served in

this fine restaurant.

urge  v. ask or advise someone very

strongly to do something ��

e.g. I)   I got a note from them urging me to get

in touch.
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Phrases and Expressions

a matter of   used to introduce the most impor-

tant thing to be done or considered in a situation

��� !

e.g. I)   It’s a matter of time.

II)  History is always a matter of interpretation.

III) Success in business is simply a matter of

      knowing when to take a chance.

engage in   take part or become involved in an

activity  �� !"

e.g. I)  He has the will to engage in management.

II) If you engage in local politics, you cannot

expect to have much time for your family.

let on   admit or allow to be known or revealed

�� !

e.g. I)   I’m sure he knows more than he’s letting on.

II) She never let on about her boyfriend’s

criminal past.

now that  as a result of something, because of

something �� !"

e.g. I)    Now that dinner is ready, wash your hands.

II) Now that we know each other a little

better, we get along fine.

on leave   on holiday ��

e.g. I)  He is home on leave from the Navy.

II) The doctor has been sent on leave from

her post as an assistant professor.

see to it that...   make sure or check that

something is done �� !"#$ %&

e.g. I)  See to it that you are not late again.

II) Catherine saw to it that the information

went directly to Walter.

set the pace   determine the speed of a race or

other action  �� 

e.g. I)   She laughed out loud, since it was she who

had set the pace.

II) If we let the fastest runner set the pace the

others will be left behind.

subject... to...  make someone experience

something, especially something unpleasant

�� !�" 

e.g. I)   He subjected us to a very difficult test.

II) The police subjected him to hours of

questioning.

II) They urged that the library be kept open

during the holidays.
#vicariously  adv. experiencing

something by watching or reading indirectly

�� !"#

Notes

1. It was difficult to coordinate our steps�his halting, mine impatient...

Here�his halting, mine impatient�means�his steps being halting, my steps being impatient�.

2. take a dive: (��) (�� ) �� !"

This phrase comes from professional boxing when one boxer is paid (in secret) by gamblers (�

��) to lose, so the gamblers can win their bets (��). In other words, the match has been

�fixed���� !"#$%&�.

e.g. I)  In spoiling the children they are vicari-

ously spoiling themselves.

II) Chicago Bulls fans experienced Michael

Jordan’s victories vicariously.
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    The phrase also means�fall suddenly in the amount, value, or success of something�.

e.g. I)  The team’s fortunes have taken a dive this year.

II) Profits could take a dive as easily as they could soar.

3. see to it that: make sure or check that something is done ��, �� !"#$

    �� !"#$%�&'()*+,-./0,-,�to it�� !"#

e.g. I)   It’s up to you to see (to it) that the job is done properly.

II)  Please see (to it) that the room is cleaned before you leave.

III) Please see (to it) that no one comes in without identification.

IV) The receptionist said he would see that she got the message.

V)  See that you’re ready by five.

   ost-Reading

Reading Comprehension

1.  Understanding the Structure of the Passage

Directions: The passage can be divided into four parts. You are given the paragraph numbers of each

part and the main topics. Read through the story and find the right topic for each part.

Paragraphs                                                Topics

para. 1––4 a. the son’s comment on the father’s personality

para. 5––7 b. the father’s attempt to experience things directly or indirectly

para. 8––11 c. the father’s physical condition and how he managed to get to work

para. 12––13 d. the father’s influence on his son

2.  Directions: Read the passage again and answer the following questions.

1) What would people do when they saw the father and the son walking together?

________________________________________________________.

2) How did the son feel at the time?

________________________________________________________.

3) What was the father’s reaction?

________________________________________________________.

4) How did the father get to the subway station when the weather was fine?

________________________________________________________.

5) How did the father go to the subway station on snowy days?

________________________________________________________.

6) What hobbies did the father have?

________________________________________________________.

PPPPPPPPPP
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7) What did he ask the others to do at the beach party when a fight broke out?

________________________________________________________.

8) How did the father feel about his son?

________________________________________________________.

9) How did the son feel about his father after his father had been gone for years?

________________________________________________________.

10) What did the son learn from his father?

________________________________________________________.

3.  Directions: Complete the following sentences with the most appropriate answer.

1)  The son was embarrassed to be seen with his father because ___________.

A. his father was shorter than he

B. his father was too heavy

C. his father was crippled

D. he thought his father was too quiet

2)  The sentence�You set the pace. I will try to adjust to you.� in Paragraph 2 means

___________.

A. the son decides on the speed and the father will try to walk at the same speed

B. the son walks first and the father will try to follow him

C. the son stops so that the father can try to change the way he walks

D. the son decides which way to go and the father will try to go that way

3)  The father took pride in ___________.

A. having a job in Manhattan

B. having his children help him to go to work

C. being able to get to work in bad weather

D. doing a better job than other people in his office

4)  The father ___________.

A. walked from Brooklyn to Manhattan to work

B. lived in Brooklyn and worked in Manhattan

C. worked in a basement office in Manhattan

D. worked for the subway company in Manhattan

5)  We may conclude from Paragraph 5 that a grown man ___________.

A. is always under stress

B. always suffers from indignity

C. often complains about his misfortune

D. would find it hard to behave like the father

6)  The word�owner�(l. 24, para. 6) refers to ___________.

A. a person with a good heart

B. a more fortunate or able person

C. the father himself
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D. a person who knows what a good heart is

7)  Which of the following is true according to the passage?

A. The father once played baseball for the local baseball team.

B. The father once helped to manage the local baseball team.

C. The father had helped the Brooklyn Dodgers.

D. The father had to sit for a while after dancing.

8)  The sentence “I’ll fight anyone who will sit down with me!� (para. 9) is closest in meaning

to ___________.

A.�Nobody should sit down, or I’ll fight him!�

B.�Stop fighting! Everybody should sit down!�

C.�I’d like to fight somebody, but we will sit down to fight!�

D.�Everyone should sit down and fight me!�

9)  After the son joined the Navy, ___________.

A. he made it a rule to visit his father’s office every time he came home

B. his father went with him on holidays

C. his father started to introduce his son to his co-workers

D. his father would like his son to visit his office every time he came home

10)  When the narrator says “I’m sorry I never told him how sorry I was�, he means that

___________.

A. “I regret that I never apologized to my father before he died�

B. “I regret I never really understood what sorry means�

C. “I apologized to my father for my reluctance to walk with him�

D. “I apologized to my father for the lack of a good heart�

4.  Understanding Reference Words

Directions: Find the reference words listed below in the passage. Then write the words or

phrases referred to in the space provided.

1) that   (l. 6)

2) (believe) that (is)  (l. 29)

3) one   (l. 31)

4) it  (l. 33)

5) did   (l. 41)

6) (have done) this  (l. 47)

7) did   (l. 50)

8) it   (l. 51)

        Reference Words       Words or Phrases Referred To
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5.  Questions for Discussion

Directions: Work in groups to discuss the following questions.

1) What do you think makes a good heart?

2) What did you learn from this article about the relationship between the father and the son?

3) How and why does the son’s attitude change?

4) If you were the son, how would you feel towards the father?

Vocabulary

1.  Directions: Complete the sentences with the words or phrases given in the box. Change the  form

if necessary.

embarrass      bother       adjust             coordinate      halt      subject

engage           urge          participate      complain        kid       see to it that

1)  The people were _________________ to do their very best to save their nation.

2)  The mountain climbers _________________ for a rest.

3)  I am sorry to __________________ you, but could you direct me to the station?

4)  She was _________________ to hear her husband talking so loudly at the party.

5)  He __________________ very quickly to the heat of the country.

6)  If the service was so bad, why didn’t you __________________ to the manager?

7)  Don’t __________________ me. I know you’re not telling the truth.

8)  If a book doesn’t __________________ my interest in the first few pages, I don’t usually

continue reading it.

9) �I didn’t want to _____________________ him to the long journey,� she said.

10)  Papa _____________________ much of my spare time was profitably occupied.

11)  A baby cannot easily ______________________ his movements.

12)  We asked high school students to ______________________ in an anti-drugs campaign.

2.  Word-Building

Directions: Give the noun or adjective form of the words as indicated in the brackets. Then

complete the sentences with words from the table. Use each word once.

patient � (noun)

bitter � (noun)

fortunate � (noun)

knowledge � (adjective)

reluctance � (adjective)

enter � (noun)

complain � (noun)

envy � (adjective)

memory � (adjective)

frustrate � (noun)
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1) Failing the final exams was a ________________ disappointment for me.

2) You are very _________________ to have found such a pleasant house.

3) You’d be hopeless looking after children�you don’t have enough _________________.

4) The queen’s visit was a ___________________ occasion.

5) He was very _________________ to go, but he had no choice.

6) The explosion did a great deal of damage to the __________________ of the building.

7) The store has a special department to handle customer ___________________.

8) He was _________________ of his brother because the latter could afford to give so much.

9) Do you think you are more __________________ than your parents were at your age?

10) The ________________ of his ambitions made him a bitter man.

Translation

Directions: Translate the Chinese sentences into English, using the expressions in brackets.

1. �� !"#$%&'()(because of)

2. �� !"#$%&'()*+,-./(despite)

3. �� !"#$%&'()*+,(see to it that)

4. �� !"#$%&'%()* !+,-./)%0(now that)

5. �� !"#$%&'()*+,-./(find oneself)

6. �� !"#$%&'()*+,-"./0 (on... occasion)

A fter-Class Reading

ASSAGE I

A Kiss for Kate
Phyllis Volkens

1    Every afternoon when I came on duty as the evening nurse, I would walk the halls

of the nursing home1, pausing at each door to chat and observe. Often, Kate and

Chris, their big scrapbooks in their laps, would be reminiscing over the photos.

Proudly, Kate showed me pictures of bygone years: Chris�tall, blond, handsome;

Kate pretty, dark-haired, laughing. Two young lovers smiling through the passing

seasons. How lovely they looked now, sitting there, the light shining on their white
5
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heads, their time-wrinkled faces2 smiling at the memories of the years, caught and

held forever in the scrapbooks3.

2    How little the young know of loving, I’d think. How foolish to think they have

a monopoly on such a precious commodity. The old know what loving truly means;

the young can only guess.

3    Kate and Chris were always together�in the dining room, the lounge, strolling

around the big porches and lawns, always holding hands. As we staff members ate

our evening meal, sometimes Kate and Chris would walk slowly by the dining-room

doors. Then conversation would turn to a discussion of the couple’s love and

devotion, and what would happen when one of them died. We knew Chris was the

strong one, and Kate was dependent upon him.

4    How would Kate function if Chris were to die first? We often wondered.

5    Bedtime followed a ritual.4 When I brought the evening medication, Kate would

be sitting in her chair, in nightgown and slippers, awaiting my arrival. Under the

watchful eyes of Chris and myself, Kate would take her pill, then carefully Chris

would help her from the chair to the bed and tuck the covers in around her frail body.

6    Observing this act of love, I would think for the thousandth time, good heavens5,

why don’t nursing homes have double beds for married couples? All their lives they

have slept together, but in a nursing home, they’re expected to sleep in single beds.

Overnight they’re deprived of a comfort of a lifetime.

7    How very foolish such

policies are, I would think as I

watched Chris reach up and

turn off the light above Kate’s

bed. Then tenderly he would

bend, and they would kiss

gently. Chris would pat her

cheek, and both would smile.

He would pull up the side rail6

on her bed, and only then

would he turn and accept his

own medication. As I walked into the hall, I could hear Chris say, �Good night,

Kate,�and her returning voice, �Good night, Chris,�while the space of an entire

room separated their two beds.

8    I had been off duty two days and when I returned, the first news I heard was, �Chris

died yesterday morning.�

9  �How?�

10    �A heart attack7. It happened quickly.�

11    �How’s Kate?�
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12    �Bad.�

13    I went into Kate’s room. She sat in her chair, motionless, hands in her lap, staring.

Taking her hands in mine, I said,�Kate, it’s Phyllis.�

14    Her eyes never shifted; she only stared. I placed my hand under her chin and

slowly turned her head so she had to look at me.

15    �Kate, I just found out about Chris. I’m so sorry.�

16    At the word�Chris�, her eyes came back to life. She looked at me, puzzled, as

though wondering how I had suddenly appeared.�Kate, it’s me, Phyllis. I’m so

sorry about Chris.�

17    Recognition and sadness flooded her face. Tears welled up and slid down her

cheeks.�Chris is gone,�she whispered.

18    �I know,�I said. “I know.�

19    We pampered Kate for a while, letting her eat in her room, surrounding her with

special attention. Then gradually the staff worked her back into the old schedule8.

Often, as I went past her room, I would observe Kate sitting in her chair, scrapbooks

on her lap, gazing sadly at pictures of Chris.

20    Bedtime was the worst part of the day for Kate. Although she was allowed to

move from her bed to Chris’s bed, and although the staff chatted and laughed with

her as they tucked her in for the night, still Kate remained silent and sadly withdrawn.

Passing her room an hour after she had been tucked in, I’d find her wide awake,

staring at the ceiling.

21    The weeks passed, and bedtime wasn’t any better. She seemed so restless, so

insecure. Why? I wondered. Why this time of day more than the other hours?9

22    Then one night as I walked into her room, only to find the same wide-awake Kate,

I said impulsively,�Kate, could it be you miss your good-night kiss?�Bending

down, I kissed her wrinkled cheek.

23    It was as though I had opened the floodgates. Tears ran down her face; her hands

gripped mine.�Chris always kissed me good-night,�she cried.

24    �I know,�I whispered.

25    � I miss him so, all those years he kissed me good-night.�She paused while I

wiped the tears.� I just can’t seem to go to sleep without his kiss.�

26    She looked up at me, her eyes full of tears.�Oh, thank you for giving me a

kiss.�

27    A small smile turned up the corners of her mouth.�You know,�she said

confidentially,�Chris used to sing me a song.�

28    �He did?�

29    �Yes,��her white head nodded��and I lie here at night and think about it.�

30    �How did it go?�

31    Kate smiled, held my hand and cleared her throat. Then her voice, small with
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Proper Names

Chris (�� ) �� 

Kate (�� ) ��

Phyllis  Volkens (�� ) �� !"# 

 New Words

bedtime  n. the time when someone

usually goes to bed �� !

e.g. I)  It’s late�it must be nearly bedtime.

II) This medicine should be taken at bedtime

     and first thing in the morning.
#bygone  adj. belonging to or happen-

ing in a past time �� , �� 

e.g. I)  The buildings reflect the elegance (��)

of a bygone era.

II) The old man told stories of bygone days.
�commodity  n.

1)  a valuable quality or thing �� !"#

(��)

e.g. I)  If you’re going into teaching, energy is a

necessary commodity.

II) Luck is a rare commodity, but the harder

a manager works the more he has of it.

2)  a product that can be bought or sold ��

e.g. I)  Water is a scarce commodity that needs

to be carefully managed.

II) The country’s most valuable commodi-

ties include diamonds and gold.
�confidentially  adv. secretly

or with an intention to be kept secret �� !

���

e.g. I)  Can I speak to you confidentially?

II) All information supplied will be treated

confidentially.

dependent  adj. needing someone

or something else to exist, be successful, be

healthy, etc. �� !�" 

e.g. I)   All life is dependent on the sun.

II) Jan’s mother is dependent on her for

physical care.

devotion  n. great love or loyalty;

giving of oneself to a person, cause, etc. �� 

�� !"

e.g. I)  She has always shown great devotion to

her son.

II) She will be remembered for her selfless

devotion to the cause.

floodgate  n. a gate used to control

the flow of water from a large lake, etc. �� 

����� !���

e.g. I)  Mr. Grimaud explained his idea of

building a stone floodgate there.

II) The level of water in the pond was kept

even by means of a floodgate.
�frail  adj. thin and weak  �� � ��

�

e.g. I)  The child was frail after the illness.

85age but still melodious, lifted softly in song:

��So kiss me, my sweet, and so let us part.

��And when I grow too old to dream,

��That kiss will live in my heart.

(921 words)
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�
II) She sat up a little straighter, raising her

frail body in the bed.

gaze  v. look at someone or something for

a long time  �� !�

e.g. I)   I lay back on the sand and gazed at

the stars above.

II) Every day for a week Tina would sit

gazing at the painting.

impulsively  adv. acting suddenly,

without thinking about it carefully first �� 

e.g. I) �Oh, Anne, I do love you!�he said

impulsively.

II)  He acted impulsively when he ordered

the expensive car.

insecure  adj.

1)  not feeling confident about oneself   �� 

�� !"#$�

e.g. I)   She felt lonely and insecure away from

her family.

II) Even though she’s a model, she’s very

insecure about how she looks.

2)  likely to be lost or taken away at any time

�� !"#�$%"

e.g. I)   Many of them work in low-paid, insecure

jobs.

II) We’ve gone through a few financially

insecure years.

lap  n. the upper part of your legs when

you are sitting down ��� !� �� !"

�� !"#

e.g.  I)  Dorothea sat at his feet, her head in his

lap.

II) Come and sit on my lap and I’ll read you

a story.

lawn  n. an area of ground covered with

short grass �� �!

e.g. I)  Put the chairs out on the lawn.

II) I dropped my jacket on to the lawn and

fell on top of it.

�lounge  n. a room in a house, at an

airport, or in a hotel for relaxing or waiting ��

�� !"

e.g. I)  All the family were sitting in the lounge

watching television.

II) We sat in the departure lounge of

Heathrow waiting for takeoff.

lover  n.

1)  someone that one has a romantic or sexual

relationship with ��

e.g. I)   They had been friends before they became

            lovers.

II) She ran off with her lover to a new

country which was strange, beautiful

and dangerous.

2)  someone who likes something very much

�� 

e.g. I)  Every jazz lover dreams of visiting New

Orleans.

II) He’d never given the impression of be-

ing a dog lover.
#medication  n.  a medicine or a

set of medicines or drugs used to improve a

particular condition or illness �� �!

e.g. I)  He is currently taking medication for his

heart.

II) I couldn’t be certain how much painkill-

ing medication she had taken.
�melodious  adj. having a pleas-

ant tune  (�� !"��� !"# 

e.g. His energy, his sense of humor and his

melodious voice made a deep impression.
�monopoly  n. a power of control

which is not shared by other people or groups

�� ��! "#

e.g. I) Colleges do not have a monopoly on

intellectual life.

II) It is not good for consumers if one com-

pany has a monopoly in any area of trade.
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motionless  adj. not moving at all

�� �!

e.g. I)   I could see my father standing motionless

            in the doorway.

II) The horse lay motionless on the ground,

as if it were dead.

nightgown  n. a dress-like clothing

item worn for sleeping ��

e.g. I)  Her nightgown was old but very com-

 fortable.

II) Alice had just come downstairs in her

nightgown.

overnight  adv.

1)  suddenly and unexpectedly  �� 

e.g. I)   Success does not come in overnight.

II) She became a star overnight when she

stepped in to play the leading role.

2)  for or during the night  �� !�"#

e.g. I)  You generally won’t have to stay over-

night in hospital.

II) About 200 people came and all of them

seemed to stay overnight.
#pamper  v. look after someone

too kindly or very kindly �� !"

e.g. I)  Many parents pamper their little children.

II) Indeed, during their married life he mostly

pampered her.

pill  n. a small solid piece of medicine ��

e.g. I)   My mother takes a lot of pills every

morning.

II) He has to take pills to control his blood

pressure.
�porch  n. a covered structure in front of

the entrance to a building ��  ��

e.g. I)   So Johnny lay down on the front porch and

went to sleep.

II) The old church has a porch with a bench

where you can sit if it’s raining.

puzzled  adj. confused and unable to

understand something  �� !"� 

e.g. I) John seemed puzzled about what the

question meant.

II) After my explanation, Mandy still had a

puzzled expression on her face.

rail  n. a bar that is fixed along or around

something ��

e.g. I)  Hold onto the rail so that you don’t fall.

II) Several passengers were leaning against

the ship’s rail.

recognition  n.

1)  the act of recognizing a person or thing

�� !"

e.g. I)  She stared at him without recognition for

a few seconds.

II) The town has altered beyond recognition

since I  was last here.

2)  public respect and thanks for someone’s

work or achievements �� !"#!

e.g. I)  He has achieved recognition and respect

as a scientist.

II) He was presented with a gold watch in

recognition of his service to the company.
�reminisce  v. talk or think about

pleasant events in the past �� !

e.g. I)  We often reminisce of our happy child-

hood days.

II) My grandfather used to reminisce about

his years in the Navy.

restless  adj. unable to keep still

�� !"

e.g. I) She spent a restless night, turning with

worry.

II) The children had been indoors all day

and were getting restless.
�scrapbook  n. a book with empty

pages where you can stick newspaper articles,

pictures, etc. �� 
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e.g. I)    She kept a scrapbook of movie star pictures.

II) His sister was pasting pictures into her

scrapbook in the sitting room.

shift  v.

1)  (cause... to) move from one place or position

to another (���) ��

e.g. I)   She shifted her weight uneasily from one

foot to the other.

II)  He shifted his gaze from Bob to me with

a look of suspicion.

2)  change a situation, discussion, etc.  ��

e.g. I)  Public opinion had shifted sharply follow-

ing the war.

II) They hope to shift the media’s attention

away from foreign policy issues.

slide  v. (slid, slid) move smoothly over

a surface �� !"

e.g. I) Harry slid across the bench so he was

sitting next to me.

II) When I was little I used to like sliding on

the polished floor in my socks.
�slipper  n. a light soft shoe that one

wears at home �� !"#�

e.g. I)  The dog held the slipper in his mouth to

please his master.

II) Richard took off his slippers, put on his

black shoes and went out.

staff  n. the people who work for an

organization  (��) �� !"#�

e.g. I)  The staff has been cut by a quarter over

the past year.

II) The staff are not very happy about the

latest pay increase.
�stroll  v. walk somewhere in a slow

relaxed way �� !�

e.g. I)  We could stroll into town if you like.

II) They strolled along the river bank, enjoy-

ing the evening sun.

throat   n.  the front part of or the passage

in a person’s neck �� !� "#

e.g. I)  A fish bone got stuck (��) in my throat.

II) The singer complained of a sore throat

after Wednesday’s show.
�tuck  v. push something into something

else �(�)� � (�)

e.g. I)   She tucked her favorite doll under her

arm and went upstairs to bed.

II) It was starting to get cold, and she tucked

her hands into the pockets of her jeans.

watchful  adj. very careful to notice

what is happening or make sure that everything

is all right �� !"# 

e.g. I)   Alan became more watchful and uneasy

as the night went on.

II) Bill kept a watchful eye on the children

as he prepared lunch.

well  v. come to the surface and start  to

flow out ��

e.g. I)   I felt tears well up in my eyes.

II) Dark blood was welling up from his

mouth.

withdrawn  adj. very shy and quiet

�� !"#$%"

e.g. I)  Mike was silent and withdrawn that

            evening.

II) Following her son’s death, she became

quiet and withdrawn and rarely went

out.

wrinkled  adj. having small lines or

folds in something �� !

e.g. I)  She was an old woman with a wrinkled

face.

II) Chris, as usual, came in wearing old

jeans and a wrinkled T-shirt.
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2)  suddenly make it possible or easier for a lot

of things to happen �� !

e.g.  I)  Political reforms have opened the flood

  gates to foreign investment.

II) The removal of the official limits on pay

increases has opened the floodgates for

a rush of demands for higher wages.

tuck... in

1) (tuck something in) secure something in

position by placing the edge of it behind or

under something else ��� ! (�� 

e.g. I)  Jack tucked his shirt in.

       II) Tuck the sheets in firmly.

2) �tuck someone in) make someone comfort-

able in bed by arranging the bedclothes around

them �� !"#$%&'

e.g. I)  I’ll come up and tuck you in in a minute.

�� !"#$%&'()*

       II) She tucked the children in every night.

turn up

1) (cause to) move towards a higher, upright

or raised position (���) �� !

(���)��

e.g. I)   Her hair was turned up at the end.

II) She turned up her eyes in horror at the

     idea.

2) turn a switch on a TV, radio, oven, etc. so that

it produces more heat, sound, etc.  �� !"

e.g. I)  Can you turn the television up? I can’t

hear it.

II) Someone turned up the music and people

     started dancing.

�

Phrases and Expressions

as though/if   in a way that makes you think

something seems to be true �� !"

e.g. I)  He treats me as though I were a stranger.

II) I feel as though we have never parted.

be on/off duty    be working or not working at

a particular time �/��

e.g. I)  I’m off duty on Fridays.

II) It was the same nurse who was on duty

when you had your accident.

clear one’s throat    cough in order to be able to

speak properly �� 

e.g. I) He coughed and cleared his throat again

and looked up at the clerk.

II) She tapped on the desk with an inverted

pencil and cleared her throat.

come (back) to life   become conscious, atten-

tive or active (again) �� (�) �� !

e.g. I)   It was as if Lady Lavinia herself had come

back to life.

II) Tommy’s face seemed to come to life.

deprive... of ...     prevent someone from having

something ��

e.g. I)  You can’t function properly when you are

deprived of sleep.

II) A lot of these children have been de-

prived of a normal home life.

open the floodgates

1)  make someone show their true feelings

which they have been trying not to show��

(�� ) ��

e.g. His display of kindness to her opened the

floodgates again, and she began to sob

loudly.
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Notes

1.  A nursing home is a place for elderly people who cannot look after themselves. The facilities vary

depending on the style of the nursing home and the capacities of the elderly people who live there

�some may be bed patients, others might have their own room or apartment. There are a dining

hall and various other facilities for entertainment and socializing. In the United States, nursing

homes are paid for privately or by private insurance. If the person is very poor and if all the

family’s assets have been exhausted, the federal government will pay. In other countries like

Canada and Great Britain, where there is socialized medicine, the government contributes much

more to the care of the elderly.

2.  time-wrinkled faces: �� !"#$%&'()*

3.  ... the light shining on their white heads, their time-wrinkled faces smiling at the memories of

the years, caught and held forever in the scrapbooks.

�� !"#$%&'()�the light shining on their white heads�� their time-wrinkled

faces smiling at the memories of the years�� caught and held��� !"#$%�the

memories of the years���� !"#$%&'()*+,,-./0()12345

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./$01'23,-456789:;<=>?

�� !"#$%&'�

4.  Bedtime followed a ritual.

This sentence means everything done before bedtime is like a  kind of routine (��).

5.  good heavens: (�� ) ��

6.  side rail: �� !"#

7.  heart attack: �� !"

8.  worked her back into the old schedule: �� !"#$%&'()

9.  Why this time of day more than the other hours?

�� !"#$%&'()Why was she more restless and insecure at this time of day than

the other hours?

Comprehension and Vocabulary

1.  Directions: Read the story to complete the following sentences.

1) The narrator of the story was a _________________.

2) Chris and Kate were _________________ and _________________.

3) In Paragraph 2,�such a precious commodity�refers to _________________.

4) Between Kate and Chris, the former was more _________________ on the latter.

5) The _________________ of Chris was the turning point of the story.

6) In Phyllis’ opinion, nursing homes should provide double beds for _________________

_________________.

7) For weeks Kate couldn’t get to sleep because she missed the good-night _________________

from Chris.
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1.  1) nurse2) husband, wife3) loving4) dependent

5) death6) married couples7) kiss8) love

2.  1) c       2) g       3) a       4) h       5) j       6) b       7) i       8) e       9) f       10) d

3.  1) deprived of       2) gripped          3) staff          4) chatting       5) shift

6)  schedule          7) welled up       8) patted       9) puzzled      10) gazed at

8) The story tells us that _________________ is the greatest thing in the world and everybody

needs it.

2.  Directions: Find the right definition for each italicized word or phrase in the left column by

choosing one from the right column. You may refer to your dictionary.

               Column A                                                           Column B

1)  pausing at each door to chat a. prevented from having

     and observe

2)  As we staff members ate b. confused and unable to understand something

3)  they’re deprived of a comfort c. talk in a friendly informal way

4)  Chris would pat her cheek d. held very tightly

5)  Her eyes never shifted e. timetable

6)  She looked at me, puzzled f. looking at steadily (for a long time)

7)  Tears welled up g. people who work for an institution

8)  into the old schedule h. tap gently with the open hand

9)  gazing sadly at pictures i. appeared on the surface

10)  her hands gripped mine j. moved position or direction

3.  Directions: Complete the following sentences by using the appropriate form of the italicized

words and phrases in Exercise 2.

1) What would a student do if he were _________________ books?

2) The frightened child _________________ its mother’s hand.

3) Our department now has a _________________ of forty.

4) We sat in the cafe for hours __________________ about our experiences.

5) Will you help me to ___________________ the furniture around, please?

6) We finished the project three weeks ahead of _____________________.

7) As she spoke tears ________________ in her eyes.

8) The coach ________________ the player on the back and said a few encouraging words.

9) Alice read the letter with a _______________ expression on her face.

10) We _________________ the stranger, wondering who he was.

KeyKeyKeyKeyKey to Passage I
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ASSAGE II

Benefits from Pets1

                                                    Maxine Huffman

1    Recently, a number of U.S. newspapers carried a very small article entitled

�Things You Can Learn from Your Dog�. The article listed seven things done

regularly by pet dogs which could be helpful to pet owners if they themselves did

them. These things are: 1) When your loved one comes home, run to greet him. 2)

Eat with pleasure. 3) When it’s hot, drink lots of water. 4) Take naps. 5) Don’t bite,

just growl. 6) When you want something badly, dig for it. 7) Give unconditional love.

2    There are many people who would like to insist that only human beings are

capable of feeling the emotion of love. However, there are many more people,

usually pet owners, who feel that they not only love their pets, but that their pets love

them in return. This is only one, but a very important, benefit of owning a pet. All

of us want to enjoy good health. Thousands of articles are written in newspapers and

magazines giving advice of all types as to what people should be doing if they wish

to improve their chances of having good health. Most often this advice includes

suggestions that we should eat right, exercise, take vitamins and get a pet. Why get

a pet? Because more and more studies are showing that people who have pets are

healthier, both physically and mentally, than those who don’t. Right now more than

half of the households in the United States have a companion animal. That includes

51 million dogs, 56 million cats, 45 million birds, and other small animals.

3    Besides the obvious things, like being cute, interesting to watch, and a lot of fun,

pets do more for us than we often realize. If you now have or have ever had a pet, you

know how wonderful it is to have someone there for you2, no matter how you look,

how you are dressed, or what you are doing. Pets love you unconditionally and don’t

require brilliant conversation. A simple�good boy�and a pat on the head or scratch

under the chin is enough for them3. They will find ways to let you know their

appreciation of your praise, whether it is by wagging their tails, rubbing against you,

purring, or simply looking at you

with adoring eyes.

4    People who own pets often remark

on what good company they are and

what fun they have together. Pet ex-

perts and researchers identify many

other additional benefits that come with

pet ownership or interaction.4 In addi-

tion to those mentioned thus far, pets
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Proper Names

Arizona (��) �� !" (��)

James  Herriot (�� ) �� !"#$%

Tucson  (��) �� (�� !"#$%&'()

New Words

ease stress and anxiety, aid relaxation, provide a sense of security, and are a great

diversion from troubles. One medical study showed that people’s blood pressure would

fall when they stroked their pets.

5    Pets are increasingly being used in therapy for the elderly and those who have

Alzheimer’s disease or physical disabilities. One lady in Tucson, Arizona, shares her

lovely little dog with many elderly nursing home residents. She takes her dog there

at least once or twice a week and allows the elderly people to hold and pat her little

dog. They eagerly await its arrival and always ask when she and her dog will be back.

She is just one of hundreds of people who share their pets with the old and lonely. And

then, of course, there are countless stories of dogs trained to aid blind, deaf, or wheel-

chair bound individuals, often allowing them to live independently when otherwise

this would not be possible 5. The love between these people and their four-footed

friends6 is touching. Even brushing or patting a dog is great physical therapy, and we

all know the benefits of walking, which is something a dog needs too.

6    James Herriot, a country veterinarian in England, has been a very popular writer

in the English-speaking world. He has written a number of books and stories about

pet owners and their pets. Many of his stories tell of the love between them as well

as the benefits that owners and pets derive from each other. Part of his great

popularity as a writer comes from the fact that people who love pets like to read

about and identify with other pet lovers.7

                                                    (706 words)
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additional  adj. more than what is

agreed or expected  �� 

e.g. I)  There will be an extra charge for any

additional passengers.

II)  There is one additional point we want to

make about our research.

adoring  adj. liking or admiring some-

one very much �� !"# 

e.g. I)   Adoring fans crowded around the stage.

II) I refuse to play the part of the adoring

wife.

#Alzheimer’s  (disease) n. a disease

marked by the loss of cognitive ability �� 

�� !"#$%&'!

e.g. I) Many hospitals have special areas for

Alzheimer’s patients.

II)  There may be a link between high rates

of Alzheimer’s disease and aluminum

(�) in water.

appreciation  n.

1)  a feeling of being grateful �� �!

e.g. I)   To show his appreciation of her kindness,

he sent her some flowers.
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II) The chairman asked me to express our

appreciation for all your hard work.

2)  pleasure you feel when you realize something

is good, useful or well done �� �!

e.g. I)   Murphy teaches classes of art appreciation

to young children.

II) It helps children to develop an apprecia-

tion of poetry and literature.

bound  adj. impossible or very difficult

to leave the specified place �� !!"#$

��  !

e.g. I)  The illness has left her wheelchair bound.

II) I’m pretty desk bound, which is very

     frustrating.

brilliant  adj.

1)  very good or clever �� !"# 

e.g. I)  She’s got a brilliant sense of humor.

II) She seemed to have a very brilliant career

ahead.

2)  very bright and strong �� !"# 

e.g. I)  We sat outside in the brilliant sunshine.

II) All of a sudden the stage was flooded

with brilliant light.

capable  adj. able �� !"�#!

e.g. I)  We need to get an assistant who is capable

and efficient.

II) A very big wind is capable of blowing the

roofs off houses.

cute  adj. charming and attractive  ��

�� !"#�

e.g. I)  He’s got a really cute baby brother.

II) Julia Roberts is really cute in her new

movie.
�disability  n. a condition of less-

than-full physical or mental function ��

e.g.  I)  The blind pianist plays beautifully

despite her disability.

II)  She is deaf, but refuses to let her disabil-

ity prevent her from doing what she

wants to do.

�diversion  n. an action or event

that attracts one’s attention away from what he’s

doing �� !"#$%

e.g. I)   The armed robbers escaped after throw-

ing smoke bombs to create a diversion.

II) The arrival of the window cleaner pro-

vided a welcome diversion from the bor-

ing meeting.

eagerly  adv. in a way of wanting very

much to do or have something �� 

e.g. I)  They are eagerly awaiting the big day.

II) Many of them are already eagerly mak-

ing plans to return home.

emotion  n. a strong feeling  �� 

��

e.g. I)  She received the news without showing

any visible sign of emotion.

II) Human emotions are things like hatred,

anger, sadness and happiness.

entitle  v. give a title to a book, film,

etc. ��� !

e.g. I)  The poem is now entitled Rose Is a Rose.

II) Her latest novel, entitled The Forgotten

Love, is out this week.
�growl  v. make a long deep angry

sound ��

e.g. I)  The dog often growls when a stranger

approaches.

II) The dogs began to growl as Frankie

turned the knob and pushed the door

open.

human being   n. a man,

woman, or child �(�� !�"#$)

e.g. I)  We human beings have become a threat

to our planet.

II) No human being should have to suffer

what these people have suffered.

independently  adv. in a way

of being not dependent on other people �� 

e.g. I) Each part of the organization operates
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independently of the others.

II) The two scientists both made the same

discovery independently at about the

same time.

interaction  n. the activity of

being with and talking to other people ��

e.g. I)  I enjoy the constant interaction with

people from other departments.

II) There is not enough interaction between

the management and the workers.
�nap  n. a short sleep, especially during

the day ��

e.g. I)  A short nap can give one more energy.

II) Grandpa usually takes a little nap after

lunch.

ownership  n. the state of owning

something �� 

e.g. I)  Do you have any proof of ownership of

this car?

II) The company was returned to private

ownership in mid-1987.

popularity  n. the state of being

liked, enjoyed or supported by many people

�� !" #$%

e.g. I) Western music is steadily gaining in

popularity.

II) The popularity of mobile phones (��)

has grown in the last five years.

pressure  n. the strength of force or

weight put on something  ��

e.g. I)  These  con ta ine r s  may  burs t  a t

high pressures.

II) High blood pressure sometimes leads to

a stroke (��).
#purr  v. make a low soft sound �� !

e.g. A big gray cat sat in his lap purring contentedly.

relaxation  n. a way of resting

and enjoying oneself ��

e.g. I)   Playing golf is one of my favorite relaxations.

II) You should find time for some relaxation

every day.

remark  v. give a spoken statement of

an opinion or thought �� !

e.g. I)  Anderson left the table, remarking that he

had some work to do.

II) Dr. Johnson once remarked:�When a

man is tired of London, he is tired of life.�

resident  n. someone who lives or

stays in a particular place ��

e.g. I)  The local residents were angry at the lack

of parking spaces.

II) Last year residents and business owners

decided to take action.

rub  v. make something press against

something else and move it around ��

e.g. I)  Celia’s cat purred loudly, rubbing against

her legs.

II) She stood by the oven, rubbing one bare

foot against the other.

scratch  n. the act of rubbing (a part of

the body) lightly and repeatedly �� 

e.g. I)  He stretched and had a scratch.

II) He brushed his hair and gave his scalp a

good scratch .

v. rub (a part of the body) lightly and repeatedly

�� 

e.g. I)  John yawned (�� ) and scratched his

leg.

II) Don’t scratch�it will only make the

itching (�) worse.

security  n.

1)  a feeling of being safe or free from worry

�� ��!

e.g. I)  He loves the security of a happy home life.

II) Parenting is about giving your child

security and love.

2)  things that are done in order to keep someone

or something safe �� ��!"

e.g. I)  Security has been increased at all airports

recently.
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II) For reasons of security, all hand-bag-

gage is carefully checked.

stroke  v. move one’s hand gently over

something ��

e.g. I)  Stroke the dog if you like, it won’t bite.

II) He reached out and stroked her cheek

tenderly.

suggestion  n. an idea, plan, or

possibility that someone mentions ��

e.g. I)  She made some useful suggestions about

places we could visit.

II) I don’t know what to wear tonight�have

you got any suggestions?

therapy  n. a treatment helping some-

one feel better or grow stronger �� !�

e.g. I)   Rob was in therapy for several years.

II) A full recovery will require years of

physical therapy (��).

touching  adj. making you feel pity,

sympathy, sadness, etc. �� !"�#$ 

e.g. I)  His affection for the child was touching.

II) The way she looked after her little sister

was really touching.

unconditional  adj. complete

and not limited by any conditions �� !

e.g. I)  The release of all political prisoners must

be unconditional.

II) The Allies declared they would accept

nothing less than unconditional

surrender.
#veterinarian  n. a doctor giv-

ing medical care or treatment to sick animals

��

e.g. I) Many years of study are necessary to

become a veterinarian.

II) Jim, the veterinarian, said the calf is

gaining strength and responding to

treatment.

vitamin  n. a chemical sub-

stance necessary for good health �� 

e.g. I)  Milk is rich in vitamins.

II) Lack of vitamin E can cause skin dis-

eases and tiredness.
�wag  v. move the tail many times from

one side to the other ��

e.g. I)  The little dog wagged its tail in delight.

II) A dog wags its tail in order to show

friendliness and pleasure.

Phrases and Expressions

be capable of     have the skills, power, intelli-

gence, etc. needed to do something �� (�

��)

e.g. I)  He appeared hardly capable of conducting

a coherent (�� ) conversation.

II) You are not capable of performing well

under the pressure of an actual

competition.

identify with     feel able to share or understand

the feelings of another person � (��) �� 

�� !" (��) �� 

e.g. I)  She has been successful because people

identify with her and trust her.

II) We can all identify with these people in

their desire for freedom and independence.

in return     as payment or reward for something

�� !

e.g. I)  She gave us food and clothing and asked

for nothing in return.

II) He is always helping people without

expecting anything in return.
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1.  Almost any domesticated animal can be a pet. Even a bird or a fish or a snake can be a pet. But

the most common pets are probably those which have a useful household function and are readily

adaptable to the daily routines of the household. Dogs provide protection and cats catch mice.

Both of them provide companionship, perhaps even love, and are easily loved in return. Children

like to play with them too, and children can learn responsibility by helping adults care for them.

So dogs and cats are very popular pets. In rural environment, other pets such as horses may be

just as likely. Pigs, cows, and sheep are less likely to be pets because so many people eat them.

In countries where dogs, cats, and horses are eaten, fewer of them become pets, and if so they

are less likely to be viewed as members of the family than they are in countries where they are

not eaten. In the U.S. the loss of a beloved dog or cat can be almost as great an emotional tragedy

as the loss of a child or a close friend. Most American families have dogs and/or cats, especially

if they also have children.

2.  Here�someone�refers to a pet animal. It means�it is wonderful for one to know that a pet is

waiting for her at home�.

3.  Here�them�refers to pet animals.

�Good boy�is used to praise pets as if they were human beings.

�A pat on the head�and�scratch under the chin�are both encouragement and praise from the

owners. This sentence means that pet animals don’t require a lot from pet owners.

4.  Pet experts and researchers identify many other additional benefits that come with pet ownership

or interaction.

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012345#$'6#$7839:;

5. ... often allowing them to live independently when otherwise this would not be possible.

�� !"##$$%&'()*+,-./012345)67

6. �Their four-footed friends�refers to their pets.

7.  Part of his great popularity as a writer comes from the fact that people who love pets like to read

about and identify with other pet lovers.

�� !"#$!%&$'(&)*+,-./01234567489:;+234

�� !"#$%& '()

Comprehension and Vocabulary

1.  Identifying Topics

Directions: The following are the topics of each paragraph. Read carefully and write down the

paragraph numbers in the space provided.

____ 1) Pets are capable of loving in return, that’s why people often get a pet for better health.

____ 2) The seven things that pet owners can learn from pet dogs.

Notes
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____ 3) Pets give owners unconditional love and they don’t ask a lot from the owners.

____ 4) The reason for the popularity of James Herriot’s books.

____ 5) Pets are used in the therapy for the elderly and the disabled.

____ 6) Additional benefits from the pets that are helpful to the owners both mentally

and  emotionally.

2.  Word-Building

Directions: Fill in the table as required and then complete the following sentences with

appropriate words in the table.

1)  The accident left him severely __________________.

2)  Walking is the most ________________ form of exercise in Britain.

3)  Both parents should take equal responsibility for the ________________ needs of their

children.

4)  For reasons of ________________ all luggage (��) must be searched.

5)  I’d _________________ it if you could let me know in advance whether or not you will be coming.

6)  My mother always gets a bit _________________ if we don’t arrive when we say we will.

7)  She looked through the exam paper trying to find a(n) __________________ question to

answer.

8)  Language games are usually used to encourage student __________________.

9)  Many people have ________________ from the new treatment.

10)  We were asked to show some __________________ before the security guards let us in.

                Noun

emotion

benefit

appreciation

identification

addition

anxiety

security

popularity

            Adjective

/

/

           Verb

/

interact

ease

/

/

/

disable
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Part Three
Further Development

1 Expressions in Chinese Romances
Directions: The following are a list of expressions about marriage or husband and wife in Chinese

romances. Work in groups to see if they are out of date or still work for the young

generation in China.

1) �� ! gifted scholar and beautiful lady

2) �� ! men till the soil while women weave at home

3) �� ! harmony between husband and wife

4) �� ! remaining a devoted couple to the end of their lives

5) �� ! a well-matched couple in social and economic status

6) �� ! treating each other with respect

7) �� � a woman follows her husband no matter what his lot (��)

1. 1) para. 2       2) para. 1       3) para. 3       4) para. 6       5) para. 5       6) para. 4

2.

1) disabled      2) popular       3) emotional       4) security            5) appreciate

6) anxious       7) easy            8) interaction      9) benefited        10) identification

Noun

emotion

benefit

appreciation

identification

addition

interaction

ease/easiness

anxiety

security

popularity

disability

Adjective

emotional

beneficial

appreciative

/

additional

/

easy

anxious

secure

popular

disabled

Verb

/

benefit

appreciate

identify

add

interact

ease

/

/

/

disable

KeyKeyKeyKeyKey to Passage II
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Agree or Disagree

Directions: In the article�Benefits from Pets�, the author cites an example which says people’s

blood pressure falls when they stroke their pets. Do you agree with this statement? Why

or why not? Give examples if possible.

What Is Love?
Directions: Read the following passage and then choose appropriate words to complete the

sentences.

What is love? And what 1) __________ (brings/causes) it? An American professor, Charles

Zastrow, 2) ____________ (offers/objects) an interesting answer, particularly 3) ___________ (of/

to) the second question. He argues that there are many kinds of love and that especially in one kind,

which he calls�romantic love�, we are strongly influenced 4) __________ (very/not) so much by

what we actually feel but by what we 5) __________ (tell/say) ourselves about the way we feel. He

6) __________ (regards/calls) this�self-talk�.

For example, a woman is strongly 7) _______________ (attracted/ affected) to a man. She

tells herself things like�He’s all I have ever wanted in a man! He is warm, kind and loving and will

understand all my needs.�But when she 8) ____________ (describes/discovers) that he is, like all

of us, just an ordinary human being with both strong and 9) __________ (poor/ weak) points, she

is very 10) ____________ (angry/disappointed).

Zastrow, says that especially in romantic love, our self-talk comes from�strong, unsatisfied

desires and frustrations�, and that this kind of love often requires 11) ____________ (patience/

distance). �The more forbidden (�� ) the love, the stronger it becomes.�He points 12)

__________ (in/out) that this kind of love often begins to die as soon as the problems and obstacles

(��) which separated the two people are cleared and a normal relationship begins.

What’s Wrong with Them?
Directions: The following is a true story about John Gray and Bonnie Gray.

STEP ONE
Read John’s story carefully.

Eighteen years ago I was lucky enough to meet my soul mate but not skilled enough to make

the relationship work. Bonnie and I dated for about a year and half. Although we loved each other

very much, we didn’t get married. We broke up (��) and went our separate ways. Four years later,

we got back together. This time, we dated differently, and we eventually got married and have lived

happily ever after.

With a new understanding of how men and women are different, we were able to keep up our

2

3

4
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relationship the second time. By creating the right conditions for love to grow when we dated, our

hearts opened, and we experienced a�soul love�, which�loves no matter what�. Discovering this

unconditional love was the result of first creating the right conditions for love to grow. Then we

became soul mates. With this confidence I proposed marriage and she was able to accept.

STEP TWO
Work in groups to answer the following questions.

1)  Why didn’t John and Bonnie get married after dating a year and half?

2)  Why were they able to make their relationship work the second time?

Story-Telling
Directions: Work in groups. Use your imagination and make up a love story. Try to make your story

coherent and well-organized. The following words and phrases are for your reference.

boyfriend girlfriend eagerly hate      heartbroken emotion

be fond of attractive beautiful stroke      fall in love at first sight

generous       animal handsome loyal      environment devoted

gaze hesitate unconditionally      crippled       adoring       interaction

Knowing About Translation

�� !"�# ( 1 ) �� �� !"#!

�� !"#$ %�&'(%)*+ (%,)*-./0/1234054#6

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-.�/01�#2&3*45,-6#2&78+9

�� !"#$%&'() **+,-./01234567859

1.=�� !

�� !"#$%&'()%*+,-./�012�34567348, ��  

�� !, �� !"#$%&'()*+,-, �� !"#$%&'(), �� !"

�� !", �� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0123�4567, �� !"

�� !"#$%&��:

5

Part Four
Writing and Translation

1
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1�He never talked about himself as an object of pity, nor did he show any envy of the more

fortunate or able. �A Good Heart to Lean On�

�� !"#$%&'()*+,� )-./(0-12(3456789:

2�He liked to go to dances and parties, where he could have a good time just sitting and

watching. (A Good Heart to Lean On)

�� !"#$%&$'()*+,-./'01234

3�Every afternoon when I came on duty as the evening nurse, I would walk the halls of the

nursing home, pausing at each door to chat and observe. (A Kiss for Kate)

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-.$/012345,26$7%89:;'

�� �!" "#

4�When a local baseball team found itself without a manager, he kept it going. (A Good Heart

to Lean On)

�� !"#$%&'()*+!,-./0123456

2. �� !

�� !"#, �� !"#$%&'()*+,,-./0(123456789

�� !"#$%�&'()*+,-./

1�The sky was blue and the sun was shining.

�� !"#$%&'()*+

2�The war escalated, on the ground, in the air, and at sea.

�� !"#$%&'()*+",-./

3�Water changes from a liquid to a solid when it freezes.

�� !"#$%&'$(

4�Even brushing or patting a dog is great physical therapy, and we all know the benefits of

walking, which is something a dog needs too.�Benefits from Pets�

�� !""#$%&&'(()*+,-./01*2345+6789/.

�� !"#$%&'(

Translation Practice

Directions: Translate the following phrases and sentences into either English or Chinese.

1.  From Chinese into English

1)  �� !"#$

2)  �� !"#$%&

3)  �� !"#$%&'

4)  �� !"#$%&'(

5)  �� !"#$%

2
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6)  �� !"#$%&'()*�+,%-.

7)  �� !"#$�%%&�'()&*+,-.�/0123�45

8)  �� !"#$%&'�()*+,-./012345

2.  From English into Chinese

1)  He never feels tired, enjoys working very much and is also a man of few words.

2)  I enjoyed her company and felt secure, especially when the weather was bad.

3)  We appreciate what we have received from him and are determined to study hard to repay

him.

4)  She often told me some enjoyable stories and from these I was able to know what I should

do and what I shouldn’t.

Writing
Directions: You’ve read an article about a father. Here is a composition about a�father�, which

is written by a student like you. Read the composition carefully. Pay attention to its

organization. Then write a paragraph about your own father or mother. You may find

the phrases and sentences in�Translation Practice�useful.

My Father, My Hero

My father is a fifty-year-old man and a very nice person whom I admire the most. He has

always been my hero, in my childhood and in my teenage years.

When I was a child, my father had such big strong arms that he could hold me on top of his head,

and I could see whatever I wanted to in the crowded zoo. When we were walking around in the park,

he put me on his shoulders and I could have a good view of the scene. As a child I had a lot of

questions and he answered them with great patience.

In my teenage years, he was my best teacher and always available when needed. But

sometimes, I would think that he didn’t love me anymore in my little and strange mind because I

was punished when I made mistakes. Now, I know that he loves me. He just wanted me to know what

was right and wrong. I will always love and admire my father for that.

During all these years he’s been like a big tree to me. Under the tree, I’ve felt comfortable and

secure, and been well protected by him. That is my father, my lifelong hero. (204 words)

3


